
With Love from BrSTU 

 

We all know that the month of February has always 

been celebrated as the month of love for some 

centuries now. During the period different gifts, flowers 

and the rest are exchanged by loved ones. 

Students around the world celebrate this day even 

more than the working class, so right here in our university we decided to come 

together and start the celebration of love which we tagged "everybody happy on 

Valentine's Day". 

The hall was all red laced with a little touch of white, the audience (students) 

gorgeously dressed, looking their best. 

The event was slated to kick off by 2pm but before 2pm the 

hall was nearly full to the brim, even while decoration was 

still in progress, the students trooped in. Without any 

glimpse of doubt, I knew that February 14 (Valentine's Day) 

is arguably most students’ best day of year. 

The event was hosted by Elina Nicholayevna Turabova (Russian language teacher) 

and Artykov Azamat (Turkmenistan graduate student) with an introductory 

speech on the topic of love. After that many different love poems were recited. 

Ksenia, a first-year Belarusian student, was the first 

to recite a self-written love poem. The lyrics of her 

poem were so romantic, though it was rendered in 

the Russian language. 

Captain Solomon, a student from Nigeria, also read 

a Russian love poem. Then a love video was played 

and we viewed through the projector. 

Victor Orubasa, another Nigerian student, recited a love poem also in the Russian 

language. 

Aziz, a student of Turkmenistan recited his poem after Victor did. Then we 

enjoyed a few cool music video enhanced by the projector. 



Our Chinese students were also very active that day, Miakiang, Fuchao and the 

rest of them all read Russian love poems to our delight.  

Some Turkmenistan students took part in the poem 

recitation as well. 

After the poems section, Articles on Love and Marriage 

traditions of the countries of our foreign students were read 

to us with video clips that clearly illustrated the different 

cultures. 

Every time we gather for events like this in our university, 

it’s not only about the fun of the event, we also get an opportunity to learn 

different cultures due to the presence of students from different countries. We 

are really an international institute. 

Everyone was given opportunity to define and explain LOVE in their own words. 

We also had live performances of love songs by some of the students. 

Love was already in the air by the time the event got to the end. 

LET’S KEEP ON LOVING UNTIL ANOTHER VALENTINE'S DAY. From our beloved 

Brest State Technical University we say HAPPY VALENTINE'S TO YOU AS YOU 

READ. 

 

 

By IbubeleyeWokoma 

BrSTU student (Nigeria) 

If it doesn't kill you, it makes you stronger 

 

 


